
Notes 

l. This a�ticle overlaps -�th the monograph, Jaakko Hintikka et al., Aristotle on 
Modality and Determm,sm (Acta Philosophica Fennica, 29:1, Helsinlci, 1977) and 
1s calculated to bring the central results of that monograph to bear on Aristotle's 
treatment of the unity of substance. 

2. See �aakko �intikka, Time an_d Necessity (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1973), chap
ter 8, and Anstotle on Mada/tty and Detenninism (note I above), chapter 3, sec. 
17, which I am following here. 

3. I am following here Aristotle on Mod-ality and Detenninism (note J above), chap
ter 4, secllons 21-26. 

4. See W.D. Ross, Aristotle's Physics: A Rei•ised Text With Introduction and Com
mentary (°:'ford:. Clare�don Press, 1936). Ross's mistaken reading of ent
eleche,a as actuahzahon rather than 'actuality' is all the stranger as he is fully 
aware that this word m Aristotle normally means ·actuality' or 'complete reality' 
ma rather strong se�se (cf. e.g., Met. 8, 4, 1047 b 1-2). See W.D. Ross,Aristotle's 
Metaphysics: A Revised Text witlt Introduction and Commentarv I -II (Oxford· 
Claredon Press, 1924). 

· · 

5. See Aristotle on Modality and Determinism (note J ahovc). 
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Compensation for the Study of Torah in 

Medieval Rabbinic Thought 

Professor Ephraim Kanarfogel 

As an inheritor of the legacy of the Geonim, whose academies devel
oped extensive systems of support and fundraising, Andalusian Jewry 
was predisposed to providing financial support for its scholars.1 Jew
ish communities in Spain continued to do so throughout the Middle 
Ages, despite Maimonides' well-known position that Torah scholars 
who decided not to work, but to live on the salaries provided by will
ing benefactors, were profaning the name of God. Indeed, Mai
monides notes that his position is against the dominant [Sefardic] 
communal practice of his day. 2 R. Shmuel ha-Nagid ( d. 1056) had al
ready endorsed the very practice that Maimonides condemns when he 
proclaimed that he would support and maintain any scholar who 
wished to make Torah study his profession (lihyot torato ummanuto).3 

R. Avraham ibn Daud refers to important scholars who were sup
ported by patrons and to scholars and judges who received salaries 
from their communities.4 

R. Yehudah h. Barzilai (c. 1100) provided 
Talmudic justification for these practices. Moreover, R. Yehudah 
maintained that communal support for judges and scholars is both 
prevalent and obligatory.5 

In several recent studies, B. Septimus has argued that Maimonides' 
position condemning professionalized scholarship was accepted and 
endorsed by major Spanish halakhists of the thirteenth century, such 
as R. Meir ha-Levi (Ramah) and R. Yonah of Gerona. According to 
R. Yonah, a scholar must derive his sustenance from secular pursuits. 
Thus, R. Yonah cites Rambam's famous diatribe against subsidized 
scholarship in his own commentary toAvot 4:7.6 

Careful comparison of Rambam's comment to Rabbenu Yonah's 
reveals that R. Yonah 's citation is suggestively selective.7 R. Yonah 
omits Maimonides' praises for Tannaim and Amoraim such as Hillel 
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and Rav Yosef, among others, who held various menial jobs rather 
than supporting themselves from the study of Torah. Also absent is 
the claim, made several times by Rambam, that people were prepared 
to support these scholars, but were never asked to do so, no matter 
how great the scholars' needs. Maimonides gives a non-economic in
terpretation to the Talmudic dictum that "[a scholar] who wishes to 
benefit [because of his Torah study] should do so like Elisha" 
(Berakhot 10b). All that Elisha ever received was the honor extended 
by his hosts, which included hospitality and lodging. Rambam em
phatically rejects the possibility, suggested by others, that Elisha ac
cepted any monetary gifts. R. Yonah, on the other hand, acknowl
edges that this Talmudic passage does endorse a means of providing 
economic assistance for scholars.8 In addition, R. Yonah notes the 
Talmudic statement of approbation for one who gives gifts to a 
scholar (Ke tu bot 105b ), which was also derived from the career of 
Elisha, with the modification that such gifts may be accepted only if 
they were of the type that would normally have been given to an im
portant non-scholar as well. Maimonides does not refer to this Tal
mudic passage at all. 

Although R. Yonah writes that a person who is healthy enough to 
work should not benefit from Torah (le-hanot be-kavod Torah), it ap
pears from the opening section, and from the tone throughout, that 
R. Yonah's comment was intended mainly to prevent a scholar from 
abusing his position and privileges. Septimus admits that no thir
teenth-century Spanish halakhist openly attempted to suppress subsi
dies, salaries or contributions.9 

Indeed, R. Yonah elsewhere provides ample justification for the 
compensation and support of scholars who were dedicated to their 
studies. In a comment to Proverbs 14:4, R. Yonah explains that the 
farmer must tolerate the slovenly habits of the ox and allow the ani
mal to fulfill its needs because the ox is so productive for the farmer. 
So too, scholars should be tolerant of the masses. Such tolerance will 
enhance respect for scholars and facilitate the acceptance of religious 
instruction and admonition, but it also fulfills a somewhat more tem
poral purpose. The masses should be treated well, "in order that the 
people carry the burden [of the scholars] so that they can be free to 
study day and night..." 10 Just as one suffers the slovenliness of the ox 
because of its productivity, the scholar must tolerate the burdens 
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which are placed upon him by various people, because they can be 
helpful to him in his scholarly endeavors. 

In his Jggeret ha-Teshuvah, R. Yonah recommends that one who 
wishes to further the study of Torah should "come to the aid of rab
banim and talmidim who study for the sake of heaven. He should 
contribute towards the support of scholars so that they will remain in 
his city and study Torah because of him."11 In his Commentary to 
Proverbs, 12 

R. Yonah writes that the purpose of the righteous man in 
striving to acquire wealth is to be able to devote himself to the sup
port of sacred causes and to assist those who fear God and make His 
name known. 13 Perhaps, R. Yonah's position is that scholars should 
not pursue the support of communities or patrons, but they may ac
cept needed support if it is offered. 14 The sources of R. Yonah which 
Septimus cites are directed to the scholar. A scholar must not devalue 
Torah scholarship by seeking to make it the major source of his liveli
hood and by becoming financially dependent upon others. At the 
same time, the community is obligated to reach out and support those 
scholars who need help in order to continue to study seriously. 

Prof. Septimus suggests that according to Ramah as well, there is to 
be no tangible reward in this world for Torah study. Therefore, like 
Rambam, he considers professionalized scholarship to be unaccept
able. The claim of H. Schirmann that Ramah earned his living as a 
teacher of Talmud must be rejected, on the grounds that to do so 

. 
I d R h' 
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15 would have v10 ate ama s pnnc1p es. 
In fact, however, Ramah discusses in detail the payment of teachers 

in a community and is receptive to the idea of communal support for 
education. 16 It appears that Ramah opposed, at most, the supporting 
of scholars whose sole pursuit was study. On the other hand, scholars 
who were involved in the teaching of Torah, and who received pay
ment in the form of sekhar battalah, as compensation for their absten
tion from other work, would elicit no objection from Ramah even 
though Rambam, as noted by Septimus, explicitly rejects the notion of 
sekhar battalah as an acceptable method of payment. 17 Indeed, both 
R. Yonah and Rambam who, in Septimus' view, agreed with Ram
barn's position that professional scholarship per se ought to be elimi
nated nonetheless saw nothing wrong with allowing teachers of Tai-

' 
18 mud to be compensated by means of sekhar battalah. 
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It should be noted that all of the aforementioned Sefardic ha
lakhists, including Maimonides, approved the granting of tax exemp
tions to qualified scholars.19 Ramah and R. Asher b. Y�hiel (in a re
sponsum addressed to a Spanish Jewish community) even granted tax 
exemptions to one who had a profession but devoted as much time as 
he could to his studies. According to Ramah, the scholar is exempt 
"not because of his poverty but because of his Torah."20 There were 
some Spanish communities which would not grant an exemption to a 
scholar who did not devote himself exclusively to study.21 The fact 
remains, however, that some form of tax-exemption for scholars was 
the norm in Sefardic communal and intellectual life. 

Only among Tosafists do we find contemporaries of Maimonides 
who also rejected the utilization of any form of sekhar battalah and 
contended that in practice, a scholar should study without compensa
tion and must earn his livelihood in a profession other than teaching. 
The author of a twelfth-century Ashkenazic commentary to Avot, 
perhaps Rashbam, interprets the phrase in Avot 1:6, "and despise rab
binic position," to mean that one must "lower himself in order to se
cure employment," and not receive payment for rabbinic functions, 
including teaching.22 Elsewhere in his commentary, the author states 
that Torah must be taught to others neither for self-aggrandizement 
nor for compensation. The author explicitly rejects the practice of 
paying a teacher sekhar battalah, although he notes that there are 
those who accepted payment by relying on this concept.23 R. Eliezer 
of Metz praised Rabiah as one who "ran away from honor in order not 
to appear haughty and in order not to receive compensation on ac
count of [his knowledge of] Torah."24 Several texts reveal the non
teaching occupations of important Tosafists, including Rashbam.25 
Many Tosafists, who taught students, did not earn their livelihoods 
from teaching. Indeed, it was common practice in Ashkenazic society 
for scholars to work at some kind of profession in order to earn their 
livelihoods and devote any remaining time to their studies.26 

Interestingly, the twelfth century saw a change in the attitude of 
Christian scholars toward the receiving of payment for teaching God's 
word. The masters in the new urban schools, which were opened in 
numerous cathedrals in the twelfth century, received payment for 
their teaching. These teachers were paid for their instruction in the 
form of salaries from public authorities, ecclesiastical prebends or, 
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most often, monies paid by the students themselves. This was, of 
course, not the practice in the monasteries. Opposition to the prac
tice of paying a master was neutralized by the claim that the teacher's 
payment was the result of the labor and time expended in the service 
of his students rather than payment for his knowledge. While some 
twelfth-century thinkers still clung to the notion that to live a schol
arly life meant to live a life of poverty, others lived quite comfort
ably.27 

Ashkenazic Jewry had to deal with the obvious tension between the 
need to provide teachers and scholars with a livelihood and the ha
lakhic problems inherent in receiving payment for teaching Talmud. 
Unnamed Tosafists concluded from their analysis of relevant passages 
in the Babylonian Talmud that it was permissible for one to receive 
compensation for teaching Talmud if he had no other means of sup
port. Moreover, even if a teacher had the ability to do other work, he 
was entitled because of the importance of his chosen vocation to 
sekhar battalah, provided that he did not receive compensation from 
any other position.28 

R. Isaac of Corbeil maintained that any teacher whose students do 
not comprehend immediately but require the teacher to expend effort 
(tora�) to insure that they grasp the material being taught, may also 
receive payment. On the other hand. teachers of students who ;§rasp 
the lessons as they are being taught should not be compensated. 9 R. 
Isaac does not identify further the students who are included in this 
last group. His formulation implies that Talmudic scholars, who lec
tured to learned students in an academy, were not permitted to re
ceive payment for their teaching. 

Undoubtedly, there were teachers of Talmud in Ac;hkenaz who did 
rely on the various justifications and received payment for their 
teaching.30 To be sure, the teacher who accepted compensation 
could have done so in order to spend additional time in the study of 
Talmud, and so these arrangements might be perceived as a form of 
professionalized scholarship. The payment of sekhar battalah. never
theless was made only to someone who taught and thus provided a ' · 31 service to others, not to one who was engaged solely m study. 
There is no evidence, in the period prior to 1348, of any salaries or 
stipends paid to scholars so that they could make Torah study their 
profession.32 Even if the formulations which sought to curb the pay-
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ment of sekhar baualah were not always heeded, they reflect a strong 
desire w ithin Ashkenazic society to withhold compensation from 

those who were engaged in Torah study. 
Although no salaries or subsidies were offered to scholars, it was 

deemed appropriate to a id scholars to earn a l ivelihood with less ef
fort. R. Gershom was asked a quest ion concerning a scholar who 
taught Talmud to a group of older students. He had no salaried or of
fic ial position and d id not receive compensat ion for his lessons. He 
earned his livelihood from business dealing with Gent iles who were 
his clients exclusively. R. Gershom ruled that the monopol ist ic busi
ness relat ionsh ip that the scholar had developed must be protected by 
the community, even though th is community was not accustomed to 
allowing its members to retain monopolies.33 "The community is 
mandated by Talmud ic law to protect and aid this scholar, whose work 
is the work of heaven (melekhet shamayim)34 and who teaches Torah 
w ithout compensat ion, in order that he not be distracted from h is 
studies."35 Some limited forms of assistance could not be withheld for 
practical reasons. The ideal, that a scholar should not earn a liveli
hood from h is studies, retained its prominence. Indeed, its influence 
was felt with regard to other aspects of a scholar's livelihood, such as 
tax exemptions, in wh ich the scholar's priv ileges were curta iled. 

There is almost no d iscussion in A,;hkenaz ic rabbinic l iterature 
about providing tax exemptions for scholars. Sefer ljasidim, one of 
the few sources in medieval Ashkenaz to refer to this issue, maintains 
that tax exempt ions for scholars, which were mandated by Talmud ic 
law, were reserved for those scholars who earned no livelihood and 
spent all of their t ime engaged in study (toratan ummanutan).'36 
Since the practice in Ashkenaz was that all scholars, who needed to 
earn a livel ihood and were capable of do ing so, had to work at an oc
cupation of some type, none of these scholars qualified for a tax ex
empt ion. Only a scholar who was independently wealthy or was com
pletely impoverished could qualify for a tax exempt ion. Thus, the ab
sence of discussion concerning the granting of tax exempt ions for 
scholars in Ashkenazic rabbinic literature may be explained by the 
fact that in practice, A,;hkenazic communit ies did not grant tax ex
emptions to scholars.37 A Grossman and D. Berger have argued that 
the small size of the pre-Crusade Ashkenazic communities, the h igh 
percentage of scholars in the commun it ies even as they grew larger 
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numerically, and the leadersh ip roles which many scholars took in 

these communit ies rendered the grant ing of tax exempt ions to schol

ars almost impossible.38 I. Ta-Sberna has shown that a more lenient 

Ashkenazic posit ion developed post-1348, but that even then, there 

was st ill st iff opposit ion to exempt ions for scholars.39 R. J:Iayyim 

)40 Palt iel (a younger contemporary of R. Meir of Rothenburg writes 

that the greatest scholars of h is day pa id taxes.41 

In the conflict between the benefits of professional scholarship and 

the demands of spirituality, spir ituality largely triumphed in Ashke

naz.42 Salaries,43 st ipends, and even tax exempt ions were not avail

able to scholars.44 The Tosafists, no less than Maimonides, wished to 

foster a relig ious economy in which ta/mud Torah and derekh errs 

would remain two separate and distinct values. Maimonides' commu

nity did not succeed in enforc ing the ideal; to a significant degree, the 
,- d . . . 1·t 45 soc iety of the Tosafists trans1orme v1s10n mto rca I y. · 
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I. See B. Se_ptimus, "Kings, Angels or Beggars: Tax Law and Spirituality in a His
pano-Jewish Responsum," Studies in Medieval Jewish History and Literature, v.2, 
ed. I. Twersky (Cambridge, 1984) [hereafter cited as Septimus, "Tax Law"], pp. 
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(Nedarim 37a) that the teacher of young children can be compensated, because 
he is watching them (sekhar shimmur). R. Isaac assumes that any teacher who 
has to work: hard to insure that his students learn and progress is performing a 
k:ind of shimmur and thus may receive compensation. Cf. Shir ha-Shirim Rabbah 
to the phrase in ch. 8, verse 1 2, "ha-elef lekha Shelomoh." See also Y. Lange, 
"Pisqei R. Yizl]aq mi-Corbeil," Ha-Ma'ayan 16 ( 1 976): 99- 100; R. Samson b. 
?'adoq, Sefer Tashbe! (Warsaw, 1865), #525; and Dinei Melammed (above, n. 
1 3), p. l I . 

30. Note that the source cited above ( n.24) concerning Rabiah indicates that some
one wished to pay him for his teaching. 

3 1 .  The views of Ri and R. Tam, Tom(ot Kefllbot 105a, s.v. dayyanei gezerot, con
cerning communal payment for judges through seklwr battalah and the like were 
formulated to solve problems of Talmudic intcprctation and do not appear to re
flect actual practices in medieval /\shkcnaz. CL R. Joel Sirkes, Bayit {ladash to 
T11r Ifoshen Mishpat 9, s.v. 1·e-lw1m·. 

32. The responsum of R. Meir of Rothenburg (Responsa [Prague, 1895] #942) that 
according to Y.Y. Yuval (Rabbanim ve-Rabbamll be-Gennanyah, 1350-1500, 
[Ph.D. dissertation, Hebrew University, 1985), p. 13 ,  n. 16) deals with an early 
example of an academic salary probably refers to the salary of a member of the 
nascent professional rabbinate in Ashkenaz; see below, n. 43. Sefer ha-Gan, 
which, as correctly interpreted by Yuval, does refer to an academic salary or 
stipend, is a fifteenth century Austrian work: by a certain R. Isaac b. Eliezer. 
More·urganized charitable contributions and communal support for students 
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and scholars became quite common in the post-1348 period. See M. Breuer, 
Ha-Yeshivah ha-Ashkenazit be-Shilhei Yemei ha-Benayim, (Ph.D. d�rtation, 
Hebrew University, 1%7), pp. 13- 16, and J. Katz, Massoret u-Mashber 
(Jerusalem, 1958), pp. 224-25, 229, Z/J6-67. 

33. Responsa of R Gershom, ed. S. Eidelberg (New York, 1955), #68. Cf. A 
Gr�man, Ifakhmei Ashkenaz ha-Rishonim (Jerusalem, 1981)  p. 4 1 1 ,  and 
above, n. 8. In responsum #73, R. Gershom describes an incident in which he 
was hired to teach several students and became ill. It is possible and perhaps 
likely that R. Gershom taught these students Talmud. Gr�man, p. 1 16, sug
gests that R. Gershom supported himself in this manner while he was a young 
man, prior to his emergence as a leading scholar. 

34. On the use of melekhet shamayim in this context, see Sefer Ifuqqei ha-Torah in 
N. Golb, Toledot ha-Yelmdim be-Ir Rauen Bimei ha-Benayim (Jerusalem, 1976), 
pp. 181-82; Tosafot R Pere{ to Bava Me�i'a 77a, s.v. savar lah; I. Twersky, Rabad 
of Posquieres, pp. xx-xxi; and idem, Introduction to the Code of Maimonides, pp. 
170-75. 

35. See the ruling attributed to R. Isaac Or 2.arua' by later Ashkenazic sources 
(Responsa of R. Jacob Weil, #151 ;  Temmat ha-Deshen #342; and see also Hag
gahot Asheri to Bava Batra 2: 12), as well as Sefer Or Zarua', Hilkhot Sedaqah, 
#26. Yuval (above, n. 32, pp. 12-13), plausibly assumes that R. ° Isaac is 
reflecting relevant Talmudic texts or paraphrasing Rashi's interpretations of 
them rather than describing the realia of his own day. See also Rashi to Shabbat 
1 14a ,  s.v. le-mitral] be-rifteh, and M. Breuer, Rabbanut Ashkenaz, p. 19. 

36. See Sefer ljasidim #807, 1493. 

37. I. Ta-Shema, "Al Petur" (above, n. 20), pp. 3 16-19. 

38. See A Grossman, Ifakhmei Ashkenaz ha-Rishonim, pp. 4 1 1 - 14, and D. Berger's 
review, "J;Ieqer Rabbanut Ashkenaz ha-Qedumah," Tarbiz 53 (1984): 482. 

39. See above, n. 37. See also Y. Dinari, Hakhmei Ashkenaz be-Shilhei Yemei ha
Benayim (Jerusalem, 1983), pp. 25-26. • Breuer, Ha-Yeshivah ha-Ashkenazit, p. 
1 1 , claims that granting of tax exemptions to scholars in fifteenth-century Ashke
naz was done in order to provide an additional financial benefit for heads of 
academies. See above, n. 32. 

40. On the identity of R. I;Jayyim Paltiel, see Y. Lange in 'Alei Sefer 8 (1980): 140-45. 

4 1 .  See Responsa of R Meir of Rothenburg (Lemberg, 1860), #424. There are two 
additional sources which indicate that leading scholars paid taxes in thirteenth 
century Ashkenaz; see Ta-Shema, "Al Pctur," p. 3 1 8. 
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42. On the connotations of the term toratan ummanlltan in Ashkenaz, see Ternmat 
ha-Deshen #342; Dinari (above, n. 39), p. 26; and cf. Judah ibn Tibbon's intro
duction to his translation of ljovot ha-Levamt (repr. Jerusalem, 1 %9), p. 6. 

43. Toe only salaried religious functionary in mainstream Ashkenaz was the cant�r; 
see Responsa of R Meir of Rothenb11rg (Berlin, 1891 ), #234; Sefe� lfas_1d1m 
#1599, 1601; I. Agus, Teslr11v01 Ba'alei lra-Tosafot #9 1 ;  Teshui-ot Mmmumyyot, 
Qinyan #27; Sefer Or Zama', v . l ,  responsum #1 13, p. 40; and L Landman, The 
Cantor: An Historic Perspective ( New York, 1 972), pp. 21 -27. Payment and 
communal appointment of rabbis did not hegin until the late fourteenth or early 
fifteenth century. See Agus, Teslun·ot Ba'a/ei ha-Tosafot, pp. 18-31 ;  E.E. Ur
bach's review of Agus in Qil)•at Sefer :io ( 1955 ): 204--05, and Agus' rejoinder in 
Jewish Quanerlv Review 49 ( 1958-59): 2 I 9-20; M. Breuer, Rabbanut Ashkenaz, 
pp. 9-22; S. Schwarzfuchs, Etudes sur l 'Origine et le [Jeveloppement du Rabbinat 
au Moyen Age (Paris, 1957), pp. 24-27; and Y.Y. Yuval, Rabbanim ve-Rabbanut 

be-Gennanyah, pp. 9-16. Toe development of a salaried, professionalized 
rabbinate (whose appointments were approved by the communities) occurs 
much earlier in Spain. See A.A Neuman, 771e Jews in Spain v.2, pp. 86-91;  S. 
Albeck, "Yesodot Mishtar ha-Qehillot bi-Sefarad 'ad ha-Ramah (1 180-1244)," 
Zion 25 ( 1960): 1 1 4-21; J. Katz, "Rabbinic Authority and Authorization," Studies 
in Medieval Jewish History and Literature, ed. I. Twersky, v.1  (Cambridge, 1979), 
p. 49. 

44. Two other related formal privileges were also unavailable in Ashkenaz. Spanish 
scholars were entitled to place a person who shamed them under a ban. See Re
sponsa of Ribash, #202, citing rulings of Rif and Rambam. Yuval, pp. 377-78, 
has determined that the earliest use of this privilege in Ashkenaz was in the late 
thirteenth century. (To Yuval, p. 378, n. 202 add: Y. Lange [above, n. 29], p. 
95. )  They could also collect fines (often referred to as "litra zalwv") from those 
who embarrassed them. In Ashkenaz, there 1s no evidence for the exercise of 
this privi lege until the late fourteenth century;  sec Yuval, pp. 392-93. Breuer, 
Ha-Yeshirnh lw-Ashkenazit, p. 16, maintains that monies collected from these 
fines were a source of revenue for academy heads in the late medieval period 
(post- 1 348). Cf. Dinari ( above, n. :19), pp. 22-25. 

45. For additional comparative analysis and bibliography, sec my forthcoming Jewish 
Education and Society in the High Middle A.1:cs (Wayne State llniversity Press). 
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